We present an automated approach for rating HER2 over-expressions in given whole-slide images of breast cancer histology slides. The slides have a very high resolution and only a small part of it is relevant for the rating.
Algorithm overview
Our algorithm for automatic Her2 scoring is based on classifying regions of the slice into 4 different categories (0,1,2,3) corresponding to the possible scores. For classification, we use convolutional neural networks (CNN [3, 4] ), which are directly modelling the whole computer vision pipeline with a huge parameterized model. This has led to a significant breakthrough in a lot of vision applications and also showed promising results for the task under consideration.
Since the given slides have a high resolution and only a small part of it is related to the task, we assume the selection of the probe in the data with just a single click. This is necessary especially for slices acquired together with ``calibration probe'', which itself is always scored with 3. Although this is reasonable for manual scoring, it is an avoidable obstacle for automatic scoring, which we right now circumvent with our one-click assumption and can be handled for future applications by simply excluding the calibration probe.
Bilinear features Our CNN architecture is based on AlexNet as introduced in [3] and widely used in computer vision. In particular, we use a CNN pre-learned from ImageNet. Although the ImageNet dataset is comprised of natural object categories not related to biomedical applications, it has been shown that pre-training CNNs is important to deal with the huge number of their model parameters. We can think about ImageNet pre-training for Her2 scoring as initializing the first layers such that typical structural elements in images can be detected, such as edges, corners, colored patches, and contour fragments. Although distinguishing between score 3 and 0 is rather easy, discriminating between the other classes can be hard and fine-details in the cell structure are necessary. Therefore, the Her2 scoring class is related to the area of fine-grained recognition [5, 6, 8] as well as texture classification [7] . The recently successful concept of bilinear features [1, 5] of this area is used in this paper. We randomly 1 crop several 227 x 227 patches at resolution level 1 (highest resolution is at level 0) within a 1024 x 1024 window around the click location. This technique allows us our approach to be rather robust with respect to the location, requiring only a rough selection of the main probe in the slice. Furthermore, it also allows for data augmentation during training, which is important given the small number of given slices in the contest. A single 227 x 227 image patch is passed to the CNN and we obtain activations at layer conv5. The activations can be represented as a tensor comprised of ddimensional vectors in a w x h spatial grid. Bilinear features can now be computed as the Gramian matrix G calculated by summing up dyadic products along the spatial dimensions:
. The matrix G simply contains second-order statistics of the CNN features and have been shown to be extremely useful for fine-grained recognition tasks. As far as we know, they have not been used for biomedical applications before. In our current approach, we use signed 1 We used a fixed random seed to ensure reproducibility.
square root and normalization of G to increase numerical stability of further processing steps [5] .
After computing the features, we use a multi-class logistic regression classifier to differentiate between the 4 scoring classes.
To obtain a classification decision during testing for a single slide, we average all the classification scores of each random crop. We decided not to focus on directly predicting the percentage of tumor cells and simply use the mean tumor cell percentage seen in the training set for a particular scoring class as an estimate. The confidence is set to 100\%, since the probabilities achieved by our CNN are likely biased due to the small training set.
Fine-tuning the convolutional neural network The above algorithm achieved a leave-one-out recognition rate of 75% in our experiments (see next section for details). Using a pre-trained network from ImageNet is essential, since estimating millions of CNN parameters from scratch with only a couple of training examples is infeasible and leads to dramatic overfitting. However, the representations learned from ImageNet are likely not well-tuned to the Her2 scoring task.
Due to this reason, we fine-tune our CNN on the training task. Fine-tuning refers to the process of learned a neural network with back-propagation and a pre-trained network as initialization for the optimization. Hyperparameter values used during fine-tuning will be part of our source code release and are not described here for brevity.
We also experimented with a couple of other network architectures, such as the recent ResNet proposed in [2] . However, we could not see any benefits in recognition performance. These ideas might be more reasonable if more training data is available or the scoring scheme is more complex.
Experimental results
The dataset of the Her2 competition 2 consists of high resolution slices and is split into training and test data. While there are ground-truth labels for the 52 training slices, the labels for the 28 test slices are only known to the competition organizers. We hence evaluate different versions of our algorithms using leave-one-out accuracy on the training set. The best performing algorithm was then used for our submission in the competition.
The results using a pre-trained and non-fine-tuned CNN are shown in the upper half of Table 1 . We observed an advantage of the simpler AlexNet [3] compared to the more complex ResNet [2] and an advantage of bilinear features compared to raw CNN activations. Our evaluation of the fine-tuning is given in lower half of Table 1 using a single split of the given labeled data into training and validation. Leave-one-out evaluation was not applicable here due to the increased computation demands of fine-tuning. As can be seen, the accuracy easily goes up to 100%. Although overfitting might be the case, the results also suggest good results on the test set.
The results of the competition are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen, our algorithm ranked second among 18 submissions with a weighted point score of 345. The approaches of the other teams will be presented in an upcoming journal article.
Conclusions
We briefly described our entry to the Her2 scoring contest, which is based on convolutional neural networks and bilinear features. Our algorithm was implemented in python using the caffe-framework 3 . We plan to release the source code to allow for reproducibility of our results and it's use for automatic scoring.
It is important to note that our approach also allows for localization of relevant Her2 scoring areas. An interesting property which is beyond the scope of the contest, but perfectly suitable for semi-automatic scoring applications that allow feedback to medical experts. 
